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 Fig. I. represents a full side view of frames
enough placed together to constitute a boiler, with the
shifting pipes, at the bottom & top all bolted on, & the 
stopples bolted onto the ends of the cross pipes.
Fig. II. represents a full side view of one frame of pipes.
Fig. III. represents a full side view of one frame of
pipes shewing the rings at the ends of the pipes,
onto which the heads of the bolts are hitched, by
which the shifting pipes & stopples are bolted
onto the ends of the pipes.



Fig. IV. represents an edge view of one shifting pipe shewing
the flanches, which enter into the ends of the boiler pipes.
Fig V. represents an edge view of one shifting pipe shewing
the flanches, which enter into the ends of the boiler pipes, &
also the communication through the shifting pipe, from
one boiler to the other.
Fig. VI. represent a face view of one shifting pipe, that is 
the side, which goes next to the boiler & the holes, which com-
municate with the boiler pipes.
Fig. VII. represents a back view of one shifting pipe,
shewing the hole through which the ends of the bolts pass.
Fig. VIII. represents a full side view of one frame of pipes,
with the cross pipe out, which makes the opening from the
arch into the first flue.
Fig. IX. represents a full side view of one frame of pipes
with the cross pipe out, which makes the opening from the
first flue, into the second flue.
Fig. X  represents a full side view of the boiler shewing
the run of the fire through the whole pile. A represents the
arch: B the opening or ascent from the arch to the first flue:
C the first flue: D the ascent from the first to the second, or upper
flue: E the upper flue.
Fig. XI. represents two cylinders having the piston rod passing
through each head.
Fig. XII represents the filling apparatus, by which the water
is carried into the boiler. A represents the whole apparatus: B that
part containing the water in common with the boiler: C the
steam chamber in common with the boiler: D the middle
head in the apparatus: E the upper head : F the chamber com-
mon to to G. F. & B: G the reservoir: H the cock, which lets the 
steam up,



from F to G. & the water down, from G to F: I the cock, which lets the
steam up from C to F, & the water down, from F to C, & also the water
up from C to F, when the water rises in the boiler so as to cover
the cock I: J the pipe communicating between the steam cham-
ber C, & the steam-chamber in the boiler, & making those two cham-
bers common to each other: K the pipe which conveys the water
from the filling apparatus into the boiler, & making the water
common to both.
Fig. XIII represent one of the cocks of the filler shewing the pin
through it.
Fig. XIV represents one of the cocks of the filler shewing each end of
the pin.
Fig. XV represents  an edge view of one cock shewing the pin
hole.
Fig. XVI. represents an edge view of one cock shewing the
passage hole in the cock.
       XVII
Fig ^  represents a flat view of one stopper shewing the bolt hole,
in the center.
Fig. XVIII represents an edge view of one stopple shewing the
flanch, which shuts into the boiler pipe.
                                                                     & perpendicular pipes
Fig. XIX represents the manner, in which the hearth pipes ^ of
the frames lay together, & the manner, in which the shifting
                                  & steam
pipes convey the water ^ from one pipe to the other, throughout the
                                                                                                 [boiler.
Fig. XX represents the shape of the bolts, with the heads on.
Fig. XXI. represents the fan blower, or fore-draft. a represents the out
er cylinder: b the space between the two cylinders[letter scratched out]  or casments : c the iner
casment: d the stop in the space between the two casments: E the center hole
where the wind is drawn in : F the fans : G the outlet
Fig. XXII represents the blower applied as a suction draft to the after end
of the flue. a represents the pipe leading from the flue into the
branch pipes : b the blower : c the branch pipes leading to the blower,
on each side : d the ascending funnel, or out let of the blower.



Fig. XXIII represents the inside casment of the blower stretched out length
wise, & shewing the holes, through which the wind passes into the
[page torn], between the two casments.
fig. XXIV represents one frame, or section of pipes constructing
the boiler sugar plantation use.
Fig. XXV represents a series of frames, or sections placed together
forming a boiler, having the shifting pipes on, at top & bottom.
Fig. XXVI represents a front end view of the arch, or boiler shew-
ing how the kettles are set. a represents the front frame : b the
arch, or place where the fire burns : c front view of the front
kettle.
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